The phenomenon of aerodynamic heating is created as a consequence of body-flow interaction. It is originated from viscous flow characteristics inside the boundary layer in the vicinity of body. The adjacent flow temperature increases, leading to an increase in body wall temperature depending on flow regime, surrounding air density, body velocity, wall material, flight time, etc.. The present work provides an illustrative calculation procedure based on closed-form relations. A computer program was implemented to be used as a quick, easy, and accurate calculation tool for the expected wall temperature distribution and its variation with flight time for a conical fore-body during a complete flight at zero incidence. The code was applied on a number of real cases with a variety of flight conditions. Results were compared with published and previous work and showed very good agreement.
As the missile flies through the atmosphere, it experiences heat transfer from heated gas, adjacent to the wall, to the wall and vice versa as a consequence of flow stagnation inside the boundary layer in the vicinity of the flying body [1, 2, 3] .
Being able to predict the net amount of heat transferred to the missile body during flight has become a vital step in missile design activities, Fig. 1 , since almost all modern missiles carry very delicate guidance and control devices and/or carry very sensitive warheads. Controlling the amount of heat transferred to the missile onboard equipment and the maximum allowable temperature in missile interior is obviously of a must.
In the present work, a mathematical model was developed for the estimation of aerodynamic heating over a conical forebody with a zero angle of attack. The mathematical model is based on closed form governing equations that govern the body-flow interaction according to the flow regime. The boundary layer theory governs these relations in the dense atmosphere, while the molecular kinetic theory describes these relations better in cases of high rarefaction or sharp decrease of air density.
A computer code was implemented having the following characteristics:
• Evaluating the drag forces acting on a complete missile body.
• Predicting the trajectory of a medium-to-long range unguided ballistic missile under the assumptions of: point mass body flying in a one plane with zero angle of attack with a constant mean thrust or a thrust -time table in a stagnant air around a fixed circular Earth • Estimating the aerodynamic heating parameters with time along the complete trajectory. These parametrs are: the net heat flow rate and the temperature profile over a conical forebody.
The code was applied on a number of real missiles and the results were compared with previous works and showed a very good agreement.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The model being constructed in this study adopts the thin skin (wall) assumption. The conical fore-body, Fig. 2 , is divided into a finite number of segments.
The net local value of heat transfer rate is determined according to the appropriate governing theory. This value is used in a heat transfer problem to modify the wall temperature within the time increment previously determined.
The flow regime; continuum, slip, or free molecular flow dictates the governing theory. Obviously, the regime of the flow must be specified first according to the local value of Knudsen number
The local value of Knudsen number is evaluated for both laminar and turbulent flows, respectively as follows [3] : (9) a, = T, a, T.,
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• Boundary layer properties
The wall enthalpy i w ; at each point is then evaluated as a function of temperature and pressure [2] .
The flow parameters inside the boundary layer may be calculated considering compressibility of gas and ignoring influence of temperature rise or considering the temperature rise and ignoring compressibility [2] . The decision to choose either way depends mainly upon the value of Mach number of the free stream. The "switching" Mach number was found to have the value of 5.2 [5] . The viscous flow properties in each case are evaluated as follows.
Casel: temperature rise is more significant
The effective flow parameters are evaluated as follows:
here i " i and i,. are the wall, edge, and recovery enthalpies, respectively. where 
r is the recovery factor T* ; is evaluated from effective enthalpy, figure 4. 
C Pm where cpn, is the mean value of specific heats calculated at the recovery and wall temperatures.
Case2: compressibility is more significant
The local skin friction drag coefficient; for laminar and turbulent flow cases, respectively, is
where c°, is the incompressible skin friction drag coefficient which can be calculated through equation 21 and table 1 .
The heat transfer coefficient;
Finally the heat transfer rate at any point on the cone generator can be calculated from the relation
where the recovery enthalpy ir isevaluated as it = fir -0+ is . Again, the enthalpy difference fir -is ) and is are given in Eqs. (12) and (14), respectively, and c p. is the mean value of specific heats calculated at the recovery and wall temperatures.
Aerodynamic Heating in Slip Flow Regime
Being intermediate regime, the calculations of the heat transfer during the slip flow regime are constructed based upon those of the continuum flow regime. The local heat transfer rate in this regime at any point is evaluated in the following manner.
The length of the mean free path I; at any point is evaluated by / 1.255v L i (30) a where y is the specific heat ratio, v is kinetic viscosity and "a" is the speed of sound of the flow.
Heat transfer rate q; is evaluated by the ( relation [2] 1.89 10.7)
with qc is the local heat transfer rate evaluated as if the flow were in the continuum regime, and
_ x with x = -, where x is the local distance from nose apex and Re, is the local value of Reynolds number based on the free length 1.
Aerodynamic Heating in Free Molecular Flow Regime
According to the molecular kinetic theory, the local heat transfer rate is given by [3] (40 {o
where p, and T, are the density and temperature of the incident molecules (atmospheric values), is the accommodation coefficient and it ranges from 0.7 to 0.97 [1] (an average value of 0.85 is assumed), T"" is the local wall temperature and the error function
and z = M0,1 F/-2-sin(p). = z,, sing)
with f3 the inclination angle of surface to flow direction (here it is taken to be equal to the nose semi-apex angle).
Aerodynamic Heating at the Stagnation Point V 2 ir =1 +=t 2 (
Free stream stagnation temperature T off [6] ; T., = T, 1+ 7 2 1 M2 .,
Free stream stagnation pressure P 01 [6] ;
Recovery enthalpy of the flow ir;
Free stream stagnation density p oi [6] ; P01 = P.
Stagnation temperature behind the normal shock wave T 02; under the assumption of adiabatic flow through a normal shock wave [6] ; hence, To e = Stagnation pressure behind the normal shock wave P 02; [1] P01 Po2 
VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
A comparison between results of the implemented program and previous work [4] for sample missile 4 is shown in Fig. 12 . The results show a sufficient agreement with previous work, the difference gives an error of about 4%.
CONCLUSIONS
A computer code was developed in this work so as to facilitate the estimation of aerodynamic heating phenomena. The code can also be used in estimating the complete trajectory and missile drag components as functions of Reynold and Mach numbers. The code results showed good agreement with previous works. Some important conclusions could be deduced through analyzing the case study results:
• The heat transfer rate has a maximum value exactly at the nose tip.
• As the nose bluntness increases, the nose tip temperature decreases continuously for the sane flight parameters.
• As the nose vertex angle increases, the wall temperature increases for the same flight parameters.
• Isolating the effect of altitude variation, the wall temperature follows approximately the behavior of flight velocity. The rate of change of wall temperature approximately behaves like acceleration. If the missile is flying with a positive acceleration, the wall temperature increases with a certain rate, if this positive acceleration decreases in magnitude, the wall temperature increases with a lower rate. The opposite is also true.
• At the moment of reentry, altitudes of about 75-80 km, the missile experiences a severe heat transfer reaching very high rates.
• The event of maximum wall temperature is most likely to happen during atmospheric flight. presented in previous work [4] 
